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5
Summary

The overarching objective of this thesis is to develop some mathematical models and
algorithms for optimizing two challenging and important problems in supply chain
management, namely the order picker routing problem in the warehouse and the
multi-commodity network design problem. In order to reach this objective, we started
with an introduction chapter to understand the fundamental properties of the prob-
lems. In the second and third chapter, we studied the order picker routing problem
in a standard warehouse layout since warehousing service is a very important com-
ponent of the logistics system and plays a vital role in the supply chain process. Due
to the many new technological advancements such as significant growth in digital
marketing and e-commerce, introduction of operating programs such as Just-In-Time
(JIT), cycle time reduction and quick response to orders and new marketing strategies
such as micro marketing, the number of warehouses worldwide has seen significant
growth. One of the processes within warehouses that provide significant increase
in the efficiency and cutting the costs while ensuring high customer service levels is
the so-called order picking. Order picking is often cited as one of the most critical
process among the internal logistics operations due to its massive time and energy re-
quirements. Researchers have already created a variety of exact and heuristic routing
methods to reduce the price of order picking. However, the exact algorithms that do
model the particularities of the order picking environment are not scalable and they
only exist for small warehouses with only two blocks (see Roodbergen and De Koster
[136] and Cornuéjols, Fonlupt, and Naddef [39], while for other larger warehouse
layouts, some heuristic and meta-heuristic methods are provided. Moreover, the al-
gorithms that solve the problem to optimality, are based on very general assumptions
(solve it like a TSP) which leads to inefficient running times that are not applicable in
real-life (same day delivery and JIT).
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Chapter 5. Summary

In the second chapter of this thesis, we proposed an exact model that relies on
the particularities of a warehouse environment that is better scalable thanks to inten-
sive graph reduction. The average graph reduction in comparison to the complete
graph (before pre-processing) is 72.85%, which is really considerable. To the best of
our knowledge our exact algorithm is the first proposed algorithm in the literature
which can be implemented in warehouses with much more than two blocks and the
computation time is comparable and less than one minute. Our mathematical model
solves all the instances optimally. Furthermore, we proved that our proposed graph-
reduction algorithm in addition to the exact model can be generalized for all planar
TSPs, which leads to better performance for a whole set of optimization problems, not
only order picker routing problem in the warehouse.

Planar graph reduction methods can be useful to researchers, industry, and soci-
ety in several ways by designing efficient network topology since it has various appli-
cations such as transportation networks, biological network, electronic circuit design,
image and video processing, graph theory, social networks, and communication net-
works and power grids. By reducing the complexity of the network, planar graph
reduction methods can lead to simpler and more efficient network designs, and re-
duce the computational complexity of graph algorithms, which can save time and
resources.

In an industrial perspective, our proposed algorithm could be easily integrated
in existing warehouse management software, and it would help companies to rely on
higher-quality solutions (optimal) for a realistic problem size resulting in a very fast
and efficient delivery system. To do so, some additional steps are needed to put our
results into practice, such as designing a new software, prototyping, programming,
marketing etc.

In the third chapter, we went a step further, considering more general and real-
istic case of order picking within modern warehouses with scattered storage policies.
In industry, many warehouses products are stored at multiple locations as a result of
random / scattered storage policies. These policies are used since they are easy to
implement, scalable and flexible in handling the seasonality without reserving unnec-
essary capacity for peak periods of a product. However, in industry, very simplified
and basic algorithms are applied in such a picking environment (easier for operators),
which is resulting in the routes far from the optimal solution. Our proposed exact
GTSP model in addition to the heuristic algorithm could easily be used by warehouse
operators and satisfies the current needs by saving time and increasing the efficiency.

In the literature, while the GTSP has received significant attention, the research
has primarily focused on non-overlapping clusters. The existing algorithms rely on
problem-specific characteristics that assume the clusters to be non-overlapping geo-
graphically. In our proposed order picker routing problem, we identified a field of
application where this criteria no longer holds. Consequently, the existing algorithms
would not be able to exploit this feature and would – likely – perform worse. Our goal
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was to develop an algorithm that can deal with the clustered substructure of the prob-
lem as good as possible, without having to rely on the assumption of non-overlapping
clusters. This research was motivated not only by the potential efficiencies that can be
achieved in a warehouse, but also by the fact that very little attention has been paid to
this problem when accounting for the overlap of clusters. In the third chapter of this
thesis, a new problem was introduced and mathematically formulated (GTSP with
overlapping clusters), Moreover, we linked it to existing concepts and developed a
heuristic algorithm for obtaining high-quality solutions. Our algorithmic ideas can
easily be transferred to similar problems in the field of logistics.

Currently the models discussed in the chapters two and three of this thesis are
limited to environments with only one picker. However, as a future research, one can
consider the possibility to extend our models to multiple order pickers and analyze the
impact of the employment of multiple order pickers on the average processing time
of the orders. In this case we might consider the optimal number of pickers and order
assignment policies to each order picker. Another approach could be assigning each
order picker to a specific zone in the warehouse and try to assign them to only part of
the items in each order, located in their zone. In addition to this modifications, vari-
ous promising areas for further research can be identified in the field of order picker
routing problem. One of these modifications to the current study might be taking
into account numerous deposit locations (depots) and investigating its effects on tour
lengths. Moreover, due dates for order list, dynamic customer orders, development
of problem-specific solution procedures, and inclusion of uncertain expected orders
should also be taken into account in the decision-making process. Furthermore, for
chapter three of the thesis, future research could also focus on the pre-processing of
the graph and developing a graph reduction method in the presence of overlapping
clusters.

In the fourth chapter of this thesis, we consider a variant of multi-modal Multi-
commodity Network design problem with delivery time and stochastic demand. The
problem presented in this chapter is motivated by a case study in which a 3PL is re-
sponsible for coordinating all material flows that belong to the supply network of a
large construction company within Europe (company names are confidential). This
study contributes to the academic literature in the following ways. First, we consider
multi-commodity service network design models over time to allow differentiation
between the (periodic) scheduled truck services and the ad-hoc express delivery op-
tion. Moreover, we consider the delivery date for commodities, and finally fleet man-
agement by determining the allocation and fleet size of each type of transportation
mode at each hub for each time period. These assumptions make our model more
realistic. Second, we account for potential capacity limitations in the hub and man-
age inventory levels accordingly. Furthermore, we develop competitive solution ap-
proaches based on an integration of column generation and branch-and-price to solve
this realistic variant of the MCND. Moreover, we extend our models and results to
a setting with uncertain demand and present a two-stage, scenario-based stochastic
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model which is solved using the sample average approximation method. Finally, a
broad range of managerial insights have been generated by means of an extensive
sensitivity analysis.

Future contributions for this study can include considering heterogeneous vehi-
cles with different capacities, improving the solution method (column generation and
branch and price), taking into account the multi-period planning since our proposed
model is focused on a single period with multiple time intervals. Moreover, robust
optimization with service levels and time window for commodity delivery could be
other future research directions.
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